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Even though this situation is not ideal, we can use the
opportunity to examine the remains using various
techniques. Visual observation is our best tool, and because
the bones are exposed, not wrapped and encased in coffins,
we are able to measure and assess bones to determine age
and sex, as well as look for evidence of pathologies.
Additionally, the project owns a portable x-ray machine
which we have successfully used to x-ray a number of
individual pieces, revealing a range of pathologies and
interesting aspects of the mummification process. When the
analysis of material is complete, we can create an overview
of demographics and general health concerns for the
Thebans in the 1st millennium BCE. We will also have a
better idea of the diversity of mummification and funerary
practices in this region, which is one of the richest
archaeological areas in the world.

If you are interested in Egyptology check out these
upcoming events!
Tuesday, March 15: Thirteenth Annual Legacy of Egypt
Lecture by Stephen Vinson, "The African-American
Reception of Ancient Egypt, 1939-1987," Rose Theatre
South Lobby (Room 115)
Friday, March 18: Egyptology Graduate Student
Association Presents Liz Cummins, “Sex in Ancient
Egypt,” Fountain View Suite
Ancient Egypt Family Day Event, Coming Spring 2016

A Journey through Landscapes of Nationalism
An Interview with Dr. Andrei Znamenski

Duenas-Vargas: You took two research/conference trips last
summer. Tell us about them.
Znamenski: It has already become a tradition that each year
you interview me about my summer research trips.
Duenas-Vargas: Well, I am glad to be your “soundboard”
again.
Znamenski: For your next newsletter, we should reverse the
roles and allow me to interview you on what you accomplished
in Colombia, where you spent the whole semester last year.
Duenas-Vargas: All right, but, for now, I am putting you on
the spotlight.
Znamenski: Sounds good with me, but only on one condition.
There will be a major thread that will run throughout our
conversation. Do you mind?
Duenas-Vargas: I don’t mind. What is it going to be?

Dr. Andrei Znamenski, professor of Russian and Eurasian
history at the University of Memphis.
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Znamenski: I want to share with you how, last summer, I
happened to stumble upon various brands of nationalism – big
and small – in Eurasia. Formally, I went there to conduct talks
at two academic conferences: one in Estonia and another in
Siberia (Russia). In between, I was doing some archival
research at St. Petersburg, Russia.

Duenas-Vargas: Tell us about the first conference.
Znamenski: The first one was put together by the
Nordic Geographers Association and Tallinn University,
Estonia. The panel on which I participated dealt with
historical geography. My own paper, “Patriot Games,”
explored how current Russian nationalism treats Alaskan
history. As you know, Alaska was the object of my
earlier research in the 1990s. Russian nationalism is
still infested with a large dose of imperialism and laments
the loss of the empire. For this reason, it frequently acts as
an amputee who cannot get used to a missing limb in
his sleeve.
This imperial imagination seeks to
appropriate the areas that used to be parts of the Russian
Empire and the Soviet Union, which is repeatedly
accompanied by heated patriotic rhetoric on TV, in print
and web media, and in-group conversations.
Duenas-Vargas: Can you give us an example of this
patriotic rhetoric?
Znamenski: One episode somehow got stuck in my mind.
When I left Estonia and arrived in St. Petersburg, which is
in northern Russia, the first thing I saw, when coming out of
the airport, was a large posh car that was passing me. Its
windshield was decorated with an orange and black “St.
George ribbon”; this ribbon (a symbol of the patron saint of
the Russian military) is currently a badge of patriotism for
millions of my former compatriots. The back of the car
sported big letters in blue: “Onward to Berlin! I honor
WWII vets.” The irony of the situation was that the car
driven by that well-to-do patriot was a German Mercedes!
By the way, the topic of World War II is a “sacred cow” in
Russia.
From the Soviet times to the present, the
government and conservative elements have been
constantly bombarding people with two pieces of
propaganda. First, they have being arguing that the Soviet
Union/Russia had singlehandedly saved the world from
fascism. For this reason, the whole world owes them
everything. Second, since the country lost in that war more
people than any other country, Russians suffered more than
anybody else and, again, for this reason, the world owes
them. Many people internalized this mythology. The
government is now milking the heroism and suffering
sentiments in order to boost patriotism and distract people’s
attention from the deteriorating economic situation.
Moreover, two years ago, the Russian parliament adopted a
special law that criminalized so-called falsifications of

(Znamenski, con't): World War II history. Now
writers and scholars who say “wrong things” about
that history and “smear” the heroic deeds can be
formally penalized and would have to pay a fine. I
wonder who is going to be the ultimate judge in this
matter.
Duenas-Vargas: You sidetracked a bit. How is it
related to your Estonian paper?
Znamenski: Well, what essentially I did in my paper
was debunking the nationalist mythology as applied to
Alaskan history, which patriotic writers envision as
more “Russian” than it had been in reality. I showed
that this particular area, which had been a colony of the
Russian Empire until 1867, never had more than 500
Russian settlers and that the greater part of the
indigenous population was not even aware of being a
part of the czar’s domain.
Duenas-Vargas: So it is a marginal history topic with
wider implications.
Znamenski: Precisely. I would only add that for current
patriotic writers in Russia, this nationalist rereading of
Alaska’s history neatly fits anti-Americanism – the
dominant geopolitical
narrative in current
Russia. Those writers
suggest that the US
government
and
corrupt elements in
the
czar’s
court
somehow conspired to
steal that precious
piece of land from the
empire. In reality, the
czar’s envoy literally
begged
the
US
Congress to buy what,
at that time, was
dismissed
by
everybody as an “ice
box.” He even had to
bribe
several
congressional people
to speed up the whole
process.
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Duenas-Vargas: How did this earlier research inform your
present research and your methodology in general?
Znamenski: It sharpened my skepticism of various attempts
to write history from a viewpoint of a particular (socioeconomic, national, religious, ideological, cultural, ethnic, or
racial) group. Do not get me wrong: it is absolutely essential
to be aware of the existence of those viewpoints. In fact, we
need to bring to light as many perspectives as possible to
make the “historical canvas” more “complete.” But it is very
problematic when a scholar sides with a particular group or a
nation and begins to massage its ego.
Duenas-Vargas: But you cannot be absolutely unbiased in
your research?
Znamenski: I absolutely agree with you. Social scholarship
was, is, and will always be politicized to some extent. It is a
natural thing. The point is how to minimize our biases.
Duenas-Vargas: What is your methodological bias, by the
way?
Znamenski: I side with those scholars who are more
focused on the individual. In my view, we are first of all
individuals with our own agency. We as individuals can act
rationally or irrationally and nobody can predict what we are
going to do. On the one hand, in various degrees, we are
“conditioned” by economic, national, gender, ethnic, racial,
religious, ideological and cultural forces. On the other hand,
we can shape and transgress those forces. I have always
been interested in how particular historical characters shaped
their identities, while encountering all those forces I
mentioned above. So I guess I can describe my approach as
“methodological anarchism.” It is not my definition.
Philosopher Paul Feyerabend coined this expression
somewhere in the 1970s.
Duenas-Vargas: Tell us about your second conference trip.
Znamenski: From Estonia, I flew thousands of miles
eastward to the Altai (it is in southern Siberia), where I did
another conference talk. I was talking about the influence of
Mongolian Buddhism on the ethnoreligious movement in the
Altai area in the early 20th century. By the way, this topic
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(Znamenski, con't): has been covered in detail in
the updated edition of my book Red Shambhala, which
was published last November in France as
Shambhala,
le royaume
rouge
Magie
et
géopolitique au coeur de l'Asie.
Duenas-Vargas: How is this second talk related to the
theme of our interview?
Znamenski: There is a direct link here. To my surprise,
doing a paper on such a seemingly obscure topic, I ran

into trouble with local Altaian “patriots” who, I guess,
wantedto feel indigenous through and through.
The very mentioning of outside influences on their
“pure” history and culture produced an outburst of an
ethnic “temper tantrum” on their part. It was a great
learning experience for me! A Russian academic, who is
deeply entangled with their sentiments, mentored me in
the following manner: “For you this [the influence of
Buddhism on Altai] is an academic topic, but for us here it
is not!” The further exchange of replicas was even more

(Znamenski, con't): interesting. When I asked her
“So now one cannot compare Mongolia and Altai?”
she answered, “You can compare, but you should not
draw direct genetic links.” How do you like this? I am
not a naïve person, and, of course, I am fully aware that
every part of our world has its own “Altai” with its
own can of ideological worms and taboos.
Duenas-Vargas: Yes, indeed. Thank you for sharing
your experiences.

Women's History Month:
Celebrate a woman in your life!

Inspired by women of action both in the past and today, the 2016
theme for Women’s History Month is “We Can Do It!” In line
with the U of M’s new motto, “Driven by Doing,” and symbolized
by modern and diverse “Rosie the Riveters,” we ask you to join us
in the celebration of women who drive positive change.
We invite you to honor women in your life who have made a
positive impact and exemplified the “We Can Do It!” spirit. Visit
the Women's History Month home page at http://
www.memphis.edu/whm/ and use the link provided to write a
paragraph about a woman who has done something to benefit you,
our campus, and/or her community, and show her that her efforts
are appreciated! Submissions accepted from 29 Feb through 25
March.
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